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Dear Parents, 

I am very aware that children will be wondering about their new class teacher for September. Normally, by 

now they would have had a transition day with their new class teacher, however with the current climate of 

uncertainty I have set a few variations of what schooling will look like for the start of September. I am hoping 

for further announcements before the end of term so that I can share with you all what the class structure will 

look like.  

Llangiwg Primary is in a paused redundancy situation due to Covid 19 and this will resume when we are back 

in September 2020. 

If we are open and come back with full classes in September, the class structure will be as follows: 

Our future class structure is due to pupil numbers. 

 

Nursery 

Reception                              in the Nursery building  

Year 1  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Year 2/3                          Main building  

Year 4/5  

Year 5/6  

 

If Welsh Government state that we remain as we currently are or with slight changes to the levels and ratios of 

pupils returning in September the bubbles will be adjusted and reconfigured for September 2020. All classes 

and areas of the school will remain as isolated bubbles.  

 

Staff have discussed that our children could be very unsure and possibly anxious about the unknown start of 

term. Therefore, we have decided that the school will set two days for INSET. This may be needed to re-

organise classes and make changes to social distancing and school risk assessments.  

 

For the Thursday and Friday of that week, our children will return to school to settle their anxieties, check in 

and catch up on these life changing months with the current class teacher that they know, trust and confide in. 

Over these 2 days I believe this will help them re-adjust and set them up for a positive transition to their next 

class teacher on the following Monday.  

 

I am sorry that I do not have certainties at the moment and I appreciate your patience. I will inform you as soon 

as know anything more. 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Miss M. Woodham 

 

Head Teacher 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 


